6 Reasons why installing TrackTee Bay Dividers can transform your Driving Range!
1. TrackTee is a “ALL IN ONE” driving range bay divider, ball flight monitor and advertising
solution.
This makes TrackTee the most cost effective and unique solution available for updating your
driving range or practice facility. TrackTee adds a fun interactive experience and attracts more
entertainment golfers to your facility. It’s a great addition for increasing ball sales and
evolving the driving range experience. Most of all, TrackTee makes the driving range more fun
and gives your range a competitive edge.
2. Your customers get instant feedback in a easy to understand format.
We all know golfers like to know the distance of the balls they hit. With TrackTee there is no
more guessing distances or being unsure about what club to use. TrackTee displays the total
distance and ball speed on an easy to read screen. This provides the accurate feedback
needed to make changes and see the results instantly. Its fun, fast and easy to use!!
3. TrackTee is accurate, durable, and requires zero maintenance.
Installing TrackTee bay dividers at your range will be a decision you will be happy with. The
units are weather proof, UV stable and virtually unbreakable. This means they can handle the
daily abuse of any driving range under any conditions. Once the units are installed there is no
maintenance to keep up with and energy consumption is very low. If TrackTee were installed
in a 30 bay range open 12 hours a day the electrical cost per year would be under $100.
4. Protects Your Golfers Reducing The Chance Of Injury
We have all seen the different types of bay dividers available, some of them create a unsafe
hazard and can result in injuries and lawsuits. TrackTee was built with safety as a top priority,
it reduces the chance of a ball coming back to the tee line with is unique shaped design. This
creates a safe zone as the balls are deflected onto the range. Keep your customers safe and
eliminate the possibility of a lawsuit injury.
5. Minimal Disruption To Your Facility During Installation
It wont take long to install TrackTee bay dividers at your facility, a complete solution that will
evolve any facility at the right price. A typical 30 bay range can be installed in 1-2 days and
requires no computers, networking or complicated setup. Bolt them down, power them up
using the supplied components and your finished. TrackTee can be used indoors as well for
indoor golf centers or domes.
6. Monetize Your Investment with Advertising Revenue
TrackTee offers facilities a great advertising opportunity managed through TrackTee Media, a
great way to get even more financial return on your investment.
Visit www.trackteemedia.com for advertising opportunities in your area.

If you are interested in installing TrackTee at your range, please call 480-998-0809 today or
reach us via our web site @ www.tracktee.com We look forward to helping you “Evolve Your
Range”.

